
TRINITY UNITED CHURCH: JANUARY 17, 2021 

GOD CALLING 
1 Samuel 3:1-10 

 

The Psalmist invites us in Ps 46 to ‘Be still and know that I am God’. Please know that as we 
come together in that stillness to worship NOW - we are not alone. Christ promises by His Spirit 
of PEACE to be wherever there is a gathering in His Name.  

THE PEACE OF CHRIST BE WITH YOU 
 

We live within this cloud - this swirling mass of electro-magnetic communication fields – all 
moving and pulsing around (and probably even within) us, constantly,  just waiting for us to 
activate some or other receptive-mechanism in order to experience them! …just switch on a 
radio receiver anywhere and BAM! It’s there! SOUND! Or a TV set? IMAGES! VISUALS! Or 
connect by Wi-Fi and suddenly we’re into this whole cyber universe! And that’s just touching on 
some of the stuff we can imagine – who knows what other clouds of communication are out 
there? The better, the more sophisticated our receiving devices, the better our reception! 
 

Scripture describes God as a constant source of communication – this life-force of ‘poured out 
love’ always straining/reaching out to us - sometimes nudging! Sometimes shoving! Whispering! 
Urging! Calling! …all the time awaiting the tuning in of our receptors, that we may get it! 
 

In the creation narratives we find God choosing never to be alone but to be about creating a 
cosmos and humanity with which to interact. It’s as if God just won’t exist in isolation! 
Relationship & communication, it seems, is at the very essence of who and what God is and 
does. When that human connection was lost because of humanity’s sinful obsession with greedy 
& ambitious self-preservation – you know, as described within the Adam & Eve narratives of 
Genesis – we find God not willing just to leave it there but as coming close - calling out: ‘ADAM 
(meaning: My Humanity! My people!), WHERE ARE YOU?’ (Gen.3:9) That is still God’s most 
burning question of us as we distractedly wander off… 
 

We are created to know sacred Communication! HOLY COMMUNION. 
 

We find This GOD CALLING OUT among the highest points of scripture - and at times even 
actually being heard by those who are given enough receptivity to hear: There’s old Abram who 
was able to hear heard God’s promises and so became the father of nations. Or middle aged 
Moses who heard as he was being spoken to from out of that burning bush and so a nation came 
to be set free! Or, as in today’s text, this a young boy, Samuel.  
 

Our reading happened at night, with the tabernacle in the dark – probably representing the 
Church at that time. We’re specifically told that old Eli, probably representing the state of 
Israel’s Priesthood, was sleepy, with dim eyes and hardly able to see. Also that the lamp of God 
was just about going out. Light being a symbol of a people’s awareness of God’s Presence and 
purposes. There is lots of negative imagery here. Later, we find Isaiah absolutely merciless in his 
attack on the state of the church and the priesthood of that time. (Isa.56:10-12) 
 

The truth of God’s love and all the implications of that are evident all around us! Just straining to 
be noticed, to be received! May we allow ourselves to tune in!  
 



We should never lose our yearning for living from something so much higher than just this two-
dimensional ego-world by which we so easily allow ourselves to be defined; a world choked by 
simply ourselves and our own self-interest! The Samuels of the world hear that call and come to 
live their lives from an awareness of this deeper truth. They know that there is so much more to 
our reality than what may seem to be good or bad for just ourselves! 
 

With all the many changes and confusions and distractions of our lives it’s no surprise that our 
spiritual eyes become dimmed. I love how we are told at the cross of Christ’s death that ‘the veil 
of the temple separating the sacred from the mundane, was split apart! (Matthew 27:51) 
  

In a world currently so divided: rich/poor, captive/free, healthy/sick, conservative/liberal, may 
our prayer be that we are able to keep that humility of mind/that open receptivity that, like 
Samuel, is able to say: "Speak, for your servant is listening." 
 

What do you believe God may be communicating with you even right now about yourself? 
Or about others? Or even about all of creation? How does what you may ever be hearing 
from God actually influence/affect/effect your behaviour?  
 

We should know that there are very real implications to what we may be hearing! We know from 
the verses following today’s text that God convicted young Samuel to do very specific things – 
he was to confront old Eli’s sons, the very ones who were described earlier as ‘scoundrels… 
whose sin was very great in the eyes of God. That wasn’t going to win him any friends, and so, 
we’re told in vs 15 that Samuel just lay there until the morning, understandably afraid to do what 
God had told him to do, BUT THEN HE DID SO ANYWAY!  
 

It’s as we allow ourselves to tune in, that we allow ourselves to be sent out! What are you 
being sent out to do? 
 

When it comes to our noticing world hunger, we are grateful for the work of the Canadian 
Foodgrains Bank because clearly, someone there was listening! And through them, we got to 
hear God as well, and to act. The Government of Canada promised the Foodgrains Bank a $2.3 
million grant to help small-scale farmers impacted by the effects of Covid if the Foodgrains 
Bank could raise $770,000.  Thanks to the generosity of communities like ours, they did it! Our 
"Covid-revised" Food Jar Campaign in October 2020 raised $4640 for the Canadian Foodgrains 
Bank!  
 

Also, I appealed for help to accommodate a homeless couple in our community through the icy 
winter and again, thanks to you, they are able to sleep safe and warm until the spring. Clearly, as 
we are open to receiving God’s nudging, we DO make a difference. 
 

What are you hearing from God as you allow yourself to listen? How does what you may 
ever be hearing from God actually influence/affect/effect your behaviour? 
 

Dear God, thank you, that you are always speaking, and especially, that there are those times 
when you do enable us to hear! We would listen more, tune in better, and then more faithfully 

respond. 
 

Rev Robin Jacobson 


